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ABSTRACT There is a lot of interest in developing environments utilizing various types of assistive technologies lately. Among else, people with specific difficulties may benefit from specially designed devices and software that aim in overcoming the disabilities of various groups. We describe a framework that aims in the provision of advanced services towards the facilitation of access to information for specific groups of people. Among else, our approach uses various tools and techniques. With wireless devices access to information is achieved independently of location, while with personalized services there is a capability to adjust the services and interfaces to various demands. Finally with a specific methodology that has been developed and tested as a result of international projects, the content and interfaces are adjusted to various needs of the participating user-groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION Assistive technology (AT) can be seen as a sub-category of ICT technology and it usually refers to devices, computer programs or (computer-based) services used by people with disabilities to help them perform tasks and activities. Lately assistive environments received a great impetus due to the emergence of wireless devices. In the past the use of ICT services was restricted by the location (of use) e.g. home, office, company, institution. Lately, PDA’s, smart phones, hand held PCs are changing these contexts of use and the new heterogeneous use of services includes means of transport, cars, the whole territory of campus, the town square, etc. [4]. It is interesting to see how wireless technology, including Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. PETRA 09, June 09-13, Corfu, Greece. Copyright 2009 ACM 1 58113 000 0/00/0000 $5 00



among else ad-hoc networks, mobile and ubiquitous environments, offers new possibilities for enhanced, cheap and reliable assistive technology. You can compare, for example, today’s paradigm of mobile phone messages or chat using PDA’s and smart phones, with the telecommunication services some years ago. Therefore, we believe that the new networking paradigm that emerged with the appearance of wireless computing can boost the performance of systems in which they get applied. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 Assistive and adaptive Learning environments and how our approach integrates such features; Section 3 presents a universal design framework for this type of infrastructures; Section 4 presents personalization techniques in perspective; Section 5 show a pilot implementation over a wireless environment; finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.



2. ASSISTIVE, ADAPTIVE AND ACCOMMODATIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS The integration of multimedia features in the teaching content and the application of multimedia enhanced teaching methodologies arise as an interesting challenge. Learners with the cognitive disability of dyslexia, and deaf and Hard-of-Hearing students constitute learning groups which can be greatly benefited by ICT and such a strategy of implementation. Research on adaptive learning indicated that learner’s interests, ability, and cognitive characteristics greatly influence learning effectiveness [3]. Accommodative Learning Environments offer various possibilities of assistance. They, usually, generate the appropriate user profiles, and adapt provision of services and presentations according to the profile of user. They combine pedagogical and technological efforts, and use semantics and knowledge to monitor the context of learning. The AGENT-DYSL project offers such a system “to monitor the engagement of the (dyslexic) learner and to aid in the identification of individual learning needs” [6]. This system aims to be both enabling (using text-tospeech conversion programs and spell-checkers) and instructional (using controlled, structured presentation of reading) and supports inclusive learning [6], [7]. Real inclusive learning in the mainstream class can be based on the deeper understanding of learning difficulties and disabilities and is offered by



collaborative efforts. There is ongoing research funded by the US Department of Education to promote and improve access and inclusion for deaf and hard-of-hearing students in mainstreamed classes and laboratories [2]. We must stress here that a major problem for the establishment of real “inclusion classes” is the lack of time and the lack of human teaching resources e.g. teachers, Sign Language translators. Nidhi Singal [8] gives an example of one teacher referred to a school student with hearing impairment, and said she ‘‘couldn’t really do much’’ because, “If I start getting all work written then it will take all day to finish my work. We do not have so much time”. Such an example could be given quite often for all the levels of education and all the “inclusive schools and classes”, from the primary level to the tertiary one. An interesting finding of [8], related to our point of view, is that “within the existing complexities of the mainstream classroom teachers did not regard themselves as equipped with the skills or opportunities to address the needs” (of the students with disabilities).



3. UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTS AND ISSUES OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY Universal Design in Education can be mainly seen as an effort to provide and document instruction and learning strategies and also increase the awareness and the motivation of faculty to use these strategies in mainstreamed classes. It is also a process focusing on the identification and adoption of teaching practices and support services for students with disabilities e.g. deaf and hard-ofhearing students that have the potential to also increase access to instruction and learning for all students [2]. Documents of the W3-Consortium's Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) include guidelines regarding development and accessibility features of web sites, browsers and authoring tools and in this context considerable work has been undertaken in order to make the use of the web easier for people with disabilities. In these accessibility documents emphasis is given to the visual appearance of pages, to the needs of print-disabled readers and the possibility of speech synthesis for the text being read. Such elements, for example, are necessary for dyslexic or blind people and not of prime interest for the Deaf and the Hardof-Hearing student. Apart from this important contribution of the WAI documents which forms a basis for systems’ implementation, some researchers believe that, at the moment, no clear indications are given to software designers as to how to proceed with Universal Design / universally design (“D4ALL Design for all”) in practice. [4]. Burzagli et al [4] described the PALIO adaptation framework proposing an approach that considers systems capable of performing adaptations as a contribution to achieve Universal Design (“D4All”). When clients make a request for a page the characteristics of the device that made the request are recognized, the appropriate database queries are made, the results are obtained in XML format, and, eventually, specific adaptation rules are invoked to personalize contents and presentation. It is worth mentioning that Burzagli et al [4] believe that i) difficulties are often encountered when services accessed on mobile devices or on smart phone require users to type information on forms ii) when user and system Interaction takes place through virtual keyboards on PDAs or by repeatedly pressing numeric keys on



smart phone keypads is quite unnatural. During the evaluation of experiments with deaf and hard-of-hearing students using PDAs we come to different conclusions.



4. PERSONALIZATION, LEARNER’S PROFILE (MODEL) AND ADAPTATION TECHNIQUES Personalization could be simply defined as the process of making computer-based Information (Retrieval) Systems adaptive to the information needs and interests of individual users, in a dynamic way. The personalization process concerns (i) data collection about the users and their interests, (ii) analysis of the collected data to discover interesting patterns and create user models, and (iii) retrieval of the suitable data for the specific user at the suitable time [5]. Personalization in the educational context can be achieved with the use of a separate personalization server and servers of distributed, multimedia, educational material. Adaptation techniques can be grouped into two different categories: 1) content adaptation and 2) navigation – oriented adaptation [1]. Content adaptation for the student could be mainly supported through the choice between alternative modalities of interaction and it incorporates various techniques of text and multimedia presentation in the same web page. A platform based on the Navigation – oriented adaptation principles could mainly propose the most relevant links (nodes) for the students to visit, or generate new links between relevant documents. Learners’ models, usually, contain personal information and details about the learners, as provided during the registration, and information related to the description of the available sources and categories of the educational material. Our efforts towards an adaptive, web-based system capable of providing personalized multimedia learning material includes: Studies in order to address particular learner groups and their individual preferences, and capturing of the experience of experts in the field. Especially in the case of dyslexia we also used design guidelines for dyslexic people, and conducted the review of existing software tools. User requirements have captured and are briefly presented in the rest of the section.



4.1 Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing learners Working with Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing (D/HH) students and learners we put substantial effort in capturing their requirements, in understanding their disability and learning difficulties. Members of our research group are experts and gained a great experience within the framework of a continuous twelve years project for supporting (D/HH) students in the Technological Educational Institution (TEI) of Athens. Lately, we have been concerned with reviewing the state of the art on accessibility issues and have studied how appropriate educational material and mobile equipments could be used within the mainstream learning environment in order to enable D/HH learners to develop their skills and address their needs at their own pace. We have also focused on identifying and capturing the Deaf and Hard-ofHearing (D/HH) students’ requirements.



4.2 Dyslexic learners We have conducted a preliminary study covering how software products can enable the learners to cover their needs and what design guidelines are essential for the presentation of the



educational course material. Our study was mainly based on the principles, guidelines, and tips of international organizations, and initiatives for people with disabilities. We analysed documents of the W3-Consortium's Web Accessibility Initiative, and guidelines of the Centre for Educational Technology Interoperability Standards (CETIS), and the British Dyslexia Association for dyslexic students, and also ask the assistance of experts. Eventually, dyslexic learners’ profiles mainly include their preferences related to a series of features mainly extracted from a list of selected tips for fonts, colours, fonts’ size, backgrounds, presentation style (e.g. characters per line, line spacing, margins, use of bold or italics).



4.3 Personalization and user profiles The collection of data about the users with disabilities and their interests can be performed explicitly, through form-filling, and implicitly, through the logging of usage data. Significant information about learners can include: a) Personal details e.g. age, first enrolment date, semester, class, b) prerequisite modules for specific courses, c) examinations, statistics and marks for courses (that add valuable features of the learner’s profile). Such information and data are useful for classifying the students into groups and improves the understanding of the target audience (learner). Designers / teachers must also answer important questions as the following ones: What this specific learner is expected to learn? What s/he should be able to accomplish? How long it should take? All these answers are essential features of the user model.



5. WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURES AND PERSONALIZED E-LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS (SWI_PELE) Wireless infrastructures in the educational context are characterized by rapid changes in their topology. Students and teachers move around the campus; teachers work at the office or give lectures in classes, and conduct research in labs, exchange data with administrative officers (e.g. marks); students attend classes and laboratory lessons, take part in exams, visit library, and access, update and retrieve educational and administrative data (see marks, fill forms, etc.), and educational material. The fact that mobile devices are characterized by the low computing resources and power, is a serious problem in the case of retrieving multimedia educational material e.g. power point presentations with links to several videos in sign language. Educational information on the other hand is highly sensitive in the case of examinations and assessments using PDA’s, enrolments, accessing grades, etc.; thus, we have to design our applications in order to demand less processing and network bandwidth resources, without though decreasing our privacy requirements. The main requirements for our system’s architecture include: 1) Privacy preservation. Unauthorized access and update of various types of information may lead to problems. Such sensitive educational information and data include answers to specific assignments and exams tests, assessments (and self-assessments) and evaluation (of lectures, students, teachers, and learning cases). In order to transmit sensitive data wirelessly a shared key encryption approach was used so as to achieve a lightweight implementation.



2) Network topology instability: Pervasive infrastructures are characterized by node mobility as well as node failure; In order to enable constant connectivity for as long as possible, we have decentralized our processing and communication tasks avoiding thus the existence of points of failure. Towards this direction we have conducted experiments adopting the Distributed Lookup Server approach - DLS. A number of nodes act collectively as a centralized node. When a node is about to stop transmitting, it passes all of its information to its neighbours. The possibility of integrating the IT infrastructures between learning units on the basis of a cooperative framework could boost the performance of the whole learning environment and improves the collaboration with other learning environments.



5.1 The SWI_PELE Implementation Figure 1 depicts a generic overview of our prototype architecture that provides experimental services which were implemented as part of our research. It includes: 1) Two servers of Multimedia Educational and Learning material A multimedia database of lessons, dissertations, selected bibliography, and educational material is hosted. At the moment two courses are included to demonstrate the possibility of distributed services. The database system incorporates: i) Scope, goals, content, presentations (slides) including videos and diagrams, bibliography, assignments and small projects for each learning unit of lessons. All units, lessons, and courses are accessed through PCs, PDAs, and smart phones. ii) An easily adaptable interface for the needs of special groups of students e.g. dyslexic students iii) Text-to-speech component. Lately, we are adding Videos in Greek Sign Language. 2) Two Servers for supporting the inclusion of deaf and hard-ofhearing students in the mainstream class. During the lecture deaf and hard-of-hearing students can access the slides of the teacher’s presentation in their PC or PDA, see notes of the teacher and also previous slides of the ongoing presentation, and play related video in Greek Sign Language in the case that there is not any translator available in the class. A multilingual (Greek – English – Greek Sign Language) dictionary of terminology terms is under construction and is also accessible through portable PCs and PDA’s. Students can also exchange messages in real time (a “chat” based service) with an assistant of the teacher to ask for explanations, etc. This scheme was exclusively tested and recorded for one semester in the e-learning classes of the TEI of Athens in order to simulate real conditions and to improve our understanding of the specific needs of our students. We plan to try to “operate” the real inclusion class in the near future. 3) Personalization server. Our experiments mainly include individual users (learners) models, but also some experimentation with stereotypes, and user communities. All these models are dynamically adaptive to the use of the system.



6. Conclusions In this paper we focused on students of Higher Education with disabilities and learning difficulties. We were involved in specifying learners’ requirements mainly in the case of dyslexic, deaf and hard-of-hearing students; we also initiated in the design of adaptive learning environments. We briefly presented and



discussed the development of an architecture built upon a wireless infrastructure, which provides personalized experimental services for supporting students with disabilities and learning difficulties. We enriched the content with multimedia features. Initial evaluation based on questionnaires proved that wireless networks and PDA’s form an attractive and helpful framework for supporting deaf and hard-of-hearing students. We experimented using a personalization server that provides educational material with multimedia features and discussed the importance of providing personalization techniques mainly based on user models. Of primary interest, for the future is the experimentation with stereotypes and user communities of learners. Future research should focus on the integration of the various components (servers, etc) and the detailed evaluation of the proposed approach and service. We intend to examine other user (learner) categories; we also intend to establish a framework not only for dyslexic people and persons with hearing disabilities but also for people with other disabilities e.g. problems of vision. In addition we intend to perform a further analysis aimed at facilitating other groups with specific characteristics and needs e.g. working students, rejected students in specific courses. In the future integrated system, we shall try to specify and apply new innovative features and we shall focus on: 1) Automatic adaptation of the document presentation when a change in the user profile takes place. 2) Analysis of text, taking into account the profile of the student. If parts of the text are “difficult” then the presentation will be adapted accordingly. 3) Suggestions (based on the user’s profile and learners’ ‘performance’) for ‘further reading’ and / or exercises that will help the student. In our future work we have also to be more thorough in analysing the diversity of disabled people in society and in the mainstream class. To give an example, we have disabled people that are part of immigration movements from developing countries. It is known that such a fact plays an important role in the identity development of disabled people because disabled people develop multiple identities within diverse national contexts [10]. Albrecht et al [9] also suggest that social, economic and cultural disparities in a society affect how disability is defined and treated and how scarce resources are allocated to respond to disability. In a different level we have to focus on the variety of the spoken



which semantic categories are universal or language-specific remains highly controversial”. O’Hearn and Q Pollard, Jr. [11] believe that fund of information gaps and lower English literacy must be taken into account when creating written materials for deaf population because of the considerable diversity of reading abilities.
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and the sign languages and their differences in expressing events, Figure 1. Overview of the prototypethat secure objects, actions, etc. Majid et aloverall [12] mentioned “the multiextent to domain framework of learning environment
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